NGO GUIDELINE UNDER PARYAVARAN FOUNDATION
Respected all NGO,
Paryavaran Foundation is a one of the leading NGO working in PAN India since 10 years. We
implement various kind of project like, Education, Health, Empowerment and Environment, but
our main works and projects are related to present issues and problem. NGO which are interested
to join us we offer work for promoting growth and equality, responsive to the relevant needs of
communities/societies. Respected NGO who are interested to join, they can easily join with us
and work together. Interested NGO’s need to fulfill some eligibility criteria are as follows:⦁

NGO which are interested to join us they should have experience of minimum 3 years or
80G, 12A registration & FCRA registration.

⦁

All NGO have to follow the guideline of Paryavaran Foundation & have to maintain the
work ability and honesty.

⦁

NGO which are interested to join us they implement the project under the banner of
Paryavarn Foundation.

⦁

NGO which are interested to join us they have to need capable team, Paryavaran office
and needable infrastructure.

⦁

Registration with FCRA, 12A & 80G NGOs have to pay Rs. 15,700/- as a registration
fee, after registration Paryavaran Foundation will give 3 awareness programs @
Rs.3000/- per camp( but awareness topic will be decided by Paryavaran Foundation)

⦁

NGO with registration of 80G and 12A they have to pay Rs. 11, 200/- for registration.
After registration they get 3 awareness camp @ Rs. 2000/- per camp (but awareness
topic will be decided by Paryavaran Foundation).

⦁

For 3 years experience NGO, NGO who have 3 years experience if are interested to join
they have to pay Rs. 5650/- for registration. After registration they get one awareness
camp @ Rs. 2000/- (but awareness topic will be decided by Paryavaran Foundation).

⦁

After successful completion of given awareness programme, Paryavaran Foundation will
decide about the next projects and proposals.

⦁

Paryavaran Foundation will provide those NGO’s different type of funding &
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project like CSR, Govt. & corporate. But after giving the projects or fund, NGO
should provide proper utility to Paryavaran Foundation as it is a mother
organization for those NGO and its full responsibility to provide the UCs to
certain CSR company and Govt. sector.
⦁

Paryavaran Foundation will inform all ongoing projects or upcoming projects
from time to time to the NGOs. The information will be circulated by respected
state chairman or Paryavaran Foundation. An NGO need to contact their respected
Sate Chairman or Paryavaran Foundation for implementing and updating projects
and proposals.

⦁

NGO which are registered with Paryavaran Foundation they have full freedom to
implement other projects which they get from various source.

⦁

In the website of Paryavaran Foundation, NGO can easily registered under
Paryavaran Foundation and also they can find out the projects proposal
information from time to time through the website.

⦁

NGO have the rights to give their opinion and valuable suggestion to the
Paryavaran Foundation through their respected portals.

⦁

Paryavaran Foundation not only gives the projects or proposal to the NGOs they
gives documentation support, legal advice and project information.
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